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Cas�lian language

Smallest gramma�cal unit in a language

Faculty by which the mind stores and remembers
informa�on

Theory of the gene�c component of the language
faculty

Period during development in which a par�cular
skill or characteris�c is believed to be most readily
acquired

Desire to ini�ate learning and effort employed to
sustain it

Idealized concep�on of language different from
how language is used

Any sound produced by a complete closure of the
vocal tract

Inborn poten�al to learn language whether
developed or undeveloped

The study of methods people use for
understanding and producing the social order in
which they live

The process of a linguis�c unit referring back to
some previously expressed unit or meaning

Conversa�on Analysis

A hypothesis first proposed by Richard Schmidt in
1990

A person who can speak two languages

An approach to linguis�cs that considers language
as a social semio�c system

An idiolect that has been developed by a learner of
an L2 which preserves some features of the L1,
and can also overgeneralize some L2 wri�ng and
speaking rules

Genie, Oxana, and Kaspar Hauser

How par�es in conversa�on deal with problems in
speaking, hearing, or understanding
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Emo�on

The process of coming into being, or of becoming
important or prominent.

The carrying over of learned behavior from one
situa�on to another

The mental ac�vi�es associated with thinking,
knowing, and remembering

Alterna�on between two or more languages, or
language varie�es, in the context of a single
conversa�on

An East Asian language spoken by about 128
million people

Cultural modifica�on of an individual, group, or
people by adap�ng to or borrowing traits from
another culture

The zone of proxmial development

The study of the rela�onship between the
meaning of an u�erance and the context in which
the u�erance is produced

Features that give speech the quali�es of being
natural and normal, including use of pausing,
rhythm, intona�on, stress, rate of speaking, and
use of interjec�ons and interup�ons

The phone�c difference between English [p] and
[b]

Modern Language Ap�tude Test

Is there an op�mal *** for second language
acquisi�on? Everybody agrees that *** is a crucial
factor in language learning. However to which
extent *** is an important factor s�ll remains an
open ques�on.

A Central Semi�c language that first emerged in
Iron Age northwestern Arabia and is now the
lingua franca of the Arab world


